
GBU Roster W L D KO

Cyclone Baxter Relentless inside fighter who uses his incredible strength to methodically chop opponents down 31 6 0 26

Eddie 'The Chin' Marelli Has never been off his feet, a determined inside brawler who is never outworked in the ring 28 9 2 12

Muhammad Hope Famous quote is "The only hope in this ring is me, which means you have none!" a media favorite   23 0 0 14

Rocky 'KO' Kaine The current GBU champion, devastating power and pressure define the Rock, Cage fight was a classic 36 0 0 32

Yoel Carrasco Tough as nails Cuban national Champion whose right hand is feared by all in the division 19 2 0 16

Fast' Eddie Chilton Quick hands and impeccable timing highlight this Brit's skill set, though he is prone to cut 25 4 0 15

Duke Frost More than just the best ring entrance in the game, the Duke has substance and power 18 0 1 14

Alistair Lane A wonderful boxer who unfortunately walks in the long shadow of Chilton in the UK 30 7 1 19

Slick Wille Sims Feather fisted dancer from from the streets of LA, won't win many by KO, but can outbox anyone 17 2 0 2

Ace Underwood The pride of Mobile Alabama possesses a balanced skill set but can't seem to win the big one 41 10 1 26

Latrell Dillenger Tough, fast and savvy, this gunner from the streets of Chi Town is being touted as the future 14 0 0 11

Tommy 'The Gun' Lords A good looking power puncher who has had several movie roles and loves the LA life 19 1 0 17

Trey Dix Dillengers stable mate and one of the fastest heavweights around has a stellar jab 26 5 0 14

Jarvis London The Canadian heavyweight champion is ready to move up to the world stage 16 1 1 11

Anthony Van Zandt Two time European Champion, this tough Dutch brawler is nearing the end of his prime 49 12 2 32

Chi Chi Mascarenas Great chin and decent power, but he lacks defense and is inconsistent 35 10 0 27

Tywon Alexander A rising contender, Alexander has style and substance but is not quite elite at this time 9 0 0 6

Big Jim Zander Fronts a rock band when he is not fighting and cuts an imposing figure in the ring 18 6 0 13

Muletrain Baxter The younger of the two Baxter brothers, packs a wallop, but not as talented as his older sibling 12 2 0 11

Chris Troublefield A rugged gatekeeper who has failed in two shots at the world title, but still a fringe contender 39 11 0 22

Seamus McGillicutty The veteran Irishman is still a crowd pleaser, but has slipped over the last couple of years 41 18 3 31

Jamell Nance Can outbox anyone, but is often let down by a glass jaw of you can catch him 27 5 0 9

Hans Bekker The champion of Germany, his trilogy with Van Zandt is legendary in European boxing circles 26 3 1 15

Apollo Snead Brash young prospect whose tongue is as quick as his hands, ready to make the move up  11 0 0 9

Johnny Idol Talks a good game and is a good test for any young fighter, but he will never be elite 26 8 0 17

Jax McNamara The self proclaimed 'Gypsy Diamond' is a shameless self promoter who can usually back it up 30 4 0 21

Devontae King The 'King of DC' is an accomplished amateur who is looking to fulfill expectations in the pros 7 0 1 4

Bull Brixton Punishing inside brawler who hits like a truck and is someone not to take lightly 22 4 0 19

Mookie Slade An awkward veteran who knows all the tricks in the book,still capable in the twilight of his career 45 21 2 19

Terrible Terry Tower Triple T has a poleaxe for a left hook but a bad temper that sometimes affects his focus 19 2 0 17

Robby 'Great' Dane How do you not love a fighter with pictures of dogs on his trunks? Can fight a little too 15 3 0 9

Psycho Sid Lewis Might have the best stamina in the GBU and is relentless which often hides his limits 29 7 0 19

Xavier North Solid boxer/puncher who can be a handful for all but the top of the division 23 2 1 14

Elliot Savage Competent and one of the first fighters called when a young prospect needs a decent test 34 14 0 16

Louie 'The Lip' York Still dangerous as he reaches the back end of his career and quote machine for the press 48 9 2 37

Argus Washburn Argie as he is known talks a great game, looks the part but is little more than a speed bump for most 12 6 0 7

Sika 'The Axe' Alema A nasty man whose motto "DQ before dishonor" makes as much sense as how he is not in prison  21 4 0 17

Joe 'Bummy' Beck Has seen more ring lights than anybody in the game which usually means he is taking a 10 count 6 17 0 1

Ashton Ockley A popular fighter who stays in the game taking beatings to care for his aging mother 12 22 1 5

Jameson Bright A young prospect that has not yet been tested, needs to put up or shut up soon 10 0 0 7

Osvaldo Barrios Can take an absolute beating and keep coming, fights like a broken windmill 26 8 2 16

Ellison Wall Strong as an Ox but if you keep him at distance he usually looks slow and foolish 18 5 0 15

Percival Coffee Has a surprisingly good defense but a chin made of glass betrays him time and again 23 9 0 9

Earle Sandwich A dapper fellow from the English countryside, fights for sport but is usually the prey 14 10 0 4



Whimpy Keene His name says it all and though he tries he should have gone to dental school like his parents wanted 29 23 1 10

Rusty Poole Sportswriters have nicknamed him "Dead Pool" for his propensity to end up flat on his back 17 14 0 10

K-Jay Tilley Has a future on 'Dancing with the celebrities' when he is done fighting. If only he threw punches too  34 7 1 12

Tolliver Quackenbush III Great name, but it is seldom heard at the end of fights after "And the winner is" 9 11 0 2

Ferguson Clapsaddle Salt of the earth fighter from Montana who has no skill beyond his down home aw shucks charm 15 8 0 11

Henry Hallifax Has fought them all, just hasn't beaten many of them, one of the lower rungs on the ladder 24 22 4 9

Syd Wickes One of the toughest tests in GBU, usually comes up just short against the elite, but always a threat 44 11 0 27

Rollie Pope Known equally for his trademark mustache and impeccable timing on counter punches 27 2 0 14

Abel 'Vaquero' Vasquez A polished all around skill set with great defense and a man of the people, a hero in his native Mexico 61 8 0 26

Reggie Quick A guy named Quick should have fast hands, but a lethal right hand is Reggie's calling card 20 1 0 17

Levi Armstrong Straight ahead brawler from the south who grinds his foes down with a relentless work rate 16 4 0 12

Tyrique 'Hitman' Hurtz Long and lean with a punishing jab and a right that can sleep anyone, a mega fight with Kaine looms 27 0 0 25

Andy 'Shining' Starr His workman like attitude and low key personality belie his nickname, but in the ring he sizzles 22 2 0 12

Magic' Marvin Cage The forner GBU Champ, all business, demands respect, takes pride in his legacy, eyes Kaine rematch 39 1 1 33

Smokey Joe Foxx Still young, Foxx looks ready to peak after a stellar year that saw him beat Pope and Lashley 18 0 0 14

Fritz Herring Current European Champion, fell short in bid to topple then champ Cage as his stamina betrayed him 36 3 0 23

Jackhammer Hayes Has a burgeoning feud with Jackson and promises to silence him once he stops running 19 2 0 18

Sweet Pea Jackson Cocky and flambouyant, Sweet Pea is a media quote machine, but many criticize his defensive style  24 1 2 9

Bon-Hwa Ryu Entertaining Korean fighter whose entourage includes a bevy of beauties called Bon's Babes 22 5 0 11

Jason Lashley The aging Lashley may have one last run, but cracks appeared in the veterans game last year 44 9 0 24

Donell Clash A highly skilled boxer / puncher with a nasty streak in the ring, some say he is a future contender 6 0 0 6

George Sparrow Precise punching and impeccable timing highlight Sparrow's game, but inconsistency hurts him 23 6 0 12

Harley Roche Former top 10 fighter, still dangerous but slipping towards that role of gatekeeper fast 41 8 1 27

Maxie Blades A solid gatekeeper type, decent power and good offense, but lack of defense is a detriment 29 10 0 20

Horace 'Da' Mann Experienced and durable, Mann has reached his ceiling, but is still a worthy foe 36 12 0 21

Matt 'Steelman' Lee Durable prospect from Pittsburgh, earned his nickname as a devoted and passionate Steelers fan 7 0 0 4

Kid Cupid An exciting young fighter from Cuba, the Kid is looking to make the step from prospect to contender 15 0 0 10

Felix 'The Cat' Benitez He is a defensive Rembrandt, but the Feather fisted Benitez needs to develop a mean streak 16 3 0 3

Vinnie Devine Vinnie is a suave, smooth talking fighter from Philly, often spends more time at parties than the gym 19 8 1 10

Ronnie Valiant Son of trainer Handsome Harry Valiant, he is a boxing encyclopedia who gets the most from his talent 18 4 0 12

Bob Lillie The 'Wissahicken Warrior' is a punishing inside fighter, offense first as long as his stamina lasts 51 15 3 29

Sandman Al Sarno Best interview in the game, quick wit, quick hands and a dynamite left hook, only missing defense 24 6 1 19

Jupiter Jones Aloof and eccentric he has undeniable talent but you never know who will show up on fight day  17 3 0 11

Roger 'The Ripper' Ward Nicknamed for his punishing body work, a hook to the liver from Ward is paralyzing 12 1 0 11

Red Bastille A well traveled brawler that takes a good shot and often has to in order to land one of his own 34 17 0 19

Duff Hagen Well traveled Scot who is looking to get another crack at the European belt against nemisis Herring 31 6 0 18

Lucky Fanatelli Looks, talks and acts like an old school pug who will always deliver an exciting scrap 11 4 2 7

Spider Tirico Career opponent that will let you know if your fighter is ready for the next level of an also ran 22 14 0 12

Derek 'D-Man' Grimes The epitome of youthful arrogance, will make some noise in the future but not many friends 4 0 0 3

Rapid Rob Kinsler A lanky country kid with a piston like jab who enjoys success on the pro fishing tour between fights 21 3 0 12

Filthy' Phil Luker His nickname is a badge of honor, the dirtiest player in the game, which overshadows decent skill 28 6 1 18

Conor C Carney Triple C is a fan favorite, the the C's should stand for cuts, contusions and concussions 12 10 0 3

Bugs Rooney Broken down pug from Hell's Kitchen, tough as nails, skilled as a blind carpenter hammering them 19 27 0 8

BA Wickersham His name conjures visions of a lawyer, his ring work confirms should be a lawyer not a fighter 9 5 0 2

Billy Berle Humble fan favorite, he is a former school teacher who probably should have kept his day job 12 8 0 4



Jeff Farmer Nobody really knows why he fights, though many surmise that he just loves pain 8 29 0 1

Zeppo Spinati Fanatelli's less talented cousin, he stinks, but loves the game and will fare well as a trainer  7 6 0 2

Dash Nikols An apprehensive, defense first fighter which he is good at but you have to throw a punch to win 20 4 0 4

Stevie Ray Stone Just starting out, very raw but may progress as he matures and gets better training 3 0 0 3

JB 'Beef' Wellington Named after the tasty dish in a prophetic way as he gets eaten alive most every time out 11 16 2 3

Reb Radford Good ole boy with a lot of heart and absolutely no other redeeming qualities besides taking a punch 20 12 0 6

Tiny' Tim Woodley Has an amazingly short reach which makes it hard for him to land from outside, but tough inside 24 7 1 12

Ned Toombs Hits as hard as anyone, but abysmal defense and a chin made of china make him an also ran 30 18 0 23

Jinx Willis Jinx has never been more than the guy you look for when your fighter needs a win, tries hard 17 12 0 8

Mickey Bean Tomato can whose chief claim to fame is knocking himself out trying a flip after a rare win 5 11 0 1

Barry O'Grady Tough hard hitting Irishman, can take punishment for days, but he is often wild and undisciplined. 30 9 0 21


